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Ill 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

As the U.S. and European Union jinali=e plans to ship large quantities ojjood aid to Russia. a 
senior diplomat at a western embas~y in ,\vfoscow sums up the situation bluntly: ··1 don ·r knoH· c~/ 
a ~·ingle person in this building who thinks it is necesswy .... " ''There is no shortage in this 
country. "says one /vfvscow-based aid expert. "The U.S. and the EU have different reasonsjiw 
sendingjhod. and the Russians are ·willing accomplices. but by no means is this a lwmanituriun 
ejjorr . .. He says aid would be best spent purchasing food within Russia to redisrrihwe to poorer 
regions or on providing credit and assistance to Russian farmers. 
-Financial Times. February 5. 1999 

The foregoing account could weli be a description of the current situation in Indonesia. 

Despite widespread reports to the contrary. Indonesia is not sutTering a fan1ine or food l.:risis in 
the traditional sense. This is the tinn conclusion of an investigating mission that visited Indonesia 
in late January and early February 1999, under the sponsorship of the Southeast Asia Food 
Security and Fair Trade Council (referred to as the Council). 

The sixteen-member mission visited several sites in Jakarta. then fanned out to other parts of the 
archipelago. They focused on data gathering at the micro or community level through semi
structured interviews with the urban poor. farmers. small rural tradespeople. ti.shertolk. 
government officials. various church groups. non-governmental organizations (NGOs). and relief 
organizations. 

Correlation of micro-data with macro-data yielded the main conclusion. that the so-called ··tooJ 
crisis" stemmed from mistaken projections of rice output. These projections were then 
manipulated by certain forces within the country and used to consolidate their political 
position-with aid agencies acting as wining or unwitting accomplices. 

The critical steps in this manufactured crisis are the following: 

l. Two key agencies. the Food and Agricultural Organization (FAO) and the 
World Food Program (WFP), project a massive food shortfall following a survey 
which used questionable methods. The FAO/WFP crop and food supply 
assessment missions to Indonesia issued Special Reports on April 17. 1998. 
October 6. 1998 and April 8. 1999. In each of these reports. the actual tigures of 
rice shortage have been intlated by factoring in the amounts of rice held in storage 
by BCLOG. the private sector. and households. (see appendix [) 

II. On the basis of this projection, the government issues an international call for 
food aid. which leads to Indonesia becoming the world's top recipient tor tood aid 
in 1998. 

III. The drought-caused famine projected by the FAO and WFP does not 
materialize. However, toad aid is re-targeted by the governn1ent and aid agencies 
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EXECUTIVE SUl\1l\1ARY 

As the U.S. and European Union finalize plans to ship large quantities of food aid to Russia. a 
senior diplomat at a western embassy in Moscow sums up the situation bluntly: "I don 't know qf' 
a single person in this building who thinks it is necessary .... " "There is no shortage in this 
country, "says one Nfoscow-based aid expert. "The U.S. and the EU have different reasons.fhr 
sending food, and the Russians are willing accomplices, but by no means is this a humanitarian 
effort." He says aid would be best spent purchasing food within Russia to redistribute to poorer 
regions or on providing credit and assistance to Russian farmers. 
-Financial Times .. February 5, 1999 

The foregoing account could well be a description of the current situation in Indonesia. 

Despite widespread reports to the contrary. Indonesia is not suffering a famine or food crisis in 
the traditional sense. This is the firm conclusion of an investigating mission that visited Indonesia 
in late January and early February 1999, under the sponsorship of the Southeast Asia Food 
Security and Fair Trade Council (referred to as the Council). 

The sixteen-member mission visited several sites in Jakarta, then fanned out to other parts of the 
archipelago. They focused on data gathering at the micro or community level through semi
structured interviews with the urban poor. farmers. small rural tradespeople, fisherfoLk. 
government officials, various church groups, non-governmental organizations (NGOs). and relief 
organizations. 

Correlation of micro-data with macro-data yielded the main conclusion. that the so-called ··food 
crisis" stemmed from mistaken projections of rice output. These projections were then 
manipulated by certain forces within the country and used to consolidate their political 
position-with aid agencies acting as witting or unwitting accomplices. 

The critical steps in this manufactured crisis are the following: 

I. Two key agencies, the Food and Agricultural Organization (FAO) and the 
World Food Program (WFP), project a massive food shortfall following a survey 
which used questionable methods. The F AO/WFP crop and food suppJy 
assessment missions to Indonesia issued Special Reports on April 1 7. 1 998. 
October 6, 1998 and April 8, 1999. In each of these reports, the actual tigures of 
rice shortage have been inflated by factoring in the amounts of rice held in storage 
by BULOG, the private sector, .and households. (see appendix I) 

II. On the basis of this projection, the government issues an international call for 
food aid, which leads to Indonesia becoming the world's top recipient for food aid 
in 1998. 

III. The drought-caused famine projected by the F AO and WFP does not 
materialize. However, food aid is re-targeted by the goverrunent and aid agencies 
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iv MANUFACTURING A CRISIS: THE POLITICS OF FOOD AID IN INDONESIA 

(like the World Food Progrrun) from the countryside to the cities in order to 
pacify people who have been laid off as a result of the financial fiasco caused by 
the government and International Monetary Fund's macroeconomic policies. As 
one consultant to a key agency told our team members, "Hungry people are angry 
people." 

IV. The goverrunent then uses the aid, not only for social pacification, but also as 
a mechru1ism for gathering and consolidating electoral support for the June 1999 
elections. 

This is not to say that economic conditions in Indonesia are not bad, they are. However, these 
conditions do not call for food aid. They call for econon1ic policies that will provide jobs and 
income for people to enable them to eat consistently and have an adequate diet, and buy goods 
and services to meet their other needs. Aside from serving questionable political ends~ food aid in 
this context can only serve as a superficial solution to a larger structural proble1n. 

That proble1n has two dimensions, both short-term and long-term. In the short tem1, the crisis 
stemmed from the n1assive loss of confidence among foreign speculative investors. This led to a 
hemorrhage of capital that triggered the collapse of most of the country's financial institutions 
and a great many of its key corporations. However, this short-term crisis has its roots in a 
development model imposed on the country over the last three decades by the Suharto 
dictatorship and the World Bank. The elements of this model, which have been unraveling in 
spectacular fashion over the last two years, are: 

I. development based on foreign capital and foreign n1arkets; 
II. an industry-first policy, or a strategy that subordinated agriculture to industrial 
priorities; and 
III. within agriculture, the in1plen1entation of a Green Revolution-based riziculture. 

Agriculture is in trouble in Indonesia, but it is a crisis that is strictly n1an-n1ade, not one that 
stems from drought. A huge dependence on fertilizers and other chemical inputs characteristic of 
Green Revolution technology, has resulted in a fragile agro-teclmology that cru1 easily be 
unraveled by policy decisions, like the ending of the fertilizer subsidy. Pushing rice as the staple 
crop at the expense of other crops, even in regions that formerly consumed non-rice staples. has 
created dietary dependence on a crop ill-suited to the climate and geography of those areas. 

Indonesia is not experiencing a classical crisis of hunger. It is experiencing a man-1nade econmnic 
collapse. What its people need is not food aid but economic and agricultural refon11s of a 
fundamental kind which will create the jobs and income that will enable them to sunnount not 
only hunger, but poverty. Indonesia's problems are not the result of clilnactic chru1ges. They 
have their origins in the very structure of the econon1y. 
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PART I: INTRODUCTION 

Reports of famine and hllllger coming out of Indonesia have alarmed the world in the course of 
1998 and 1999. Coming on top of the grave economic and political crisis being experienced by the 
country, this news has naturally elicited serious concern, especially in Southeast Asia. 
Humanitarian considerations have certainly been uppermost, but the crisis has also been source 
of great worry, since Indonesia needed to import more than 25 percent of the rice available in the 
world market in 1998. 

In recent months, however, news has filtered out of Indonesia contradicting the official picture. 
The worry about a famine was apparently greatly exaggerated. Many agricultural communities 
were said to be prospering in the midst of crisis. Indeed, the inflow of food aid that began in late 
1998 elicited protests, including the refusal of one of the largest NGOs in Solo, Java to distribute 
milk powder at the request of some donors. 1 

As more conflicting repo11s emerged, more questions came to the fore, such as: 

• How could a country that was supposed to have one of the most successful 
agricultural systems in the developing world, lurch into a crisis of hllllger simply 
as a result of a financial crisis and a relatively short drought? 

• If indeed a serious food crisis did not exist, was the diversion of global food aid 
to Indonesia depriving other, more deserving countries and peoples in crisis, such 
as North Korea or the refugees in Kosovo? This was not a theoretical question 
since Indonesia emerged as the world's largest recipient of food aid for 1998. 

In view of these conflicting reports, the Council decided to send an investigating n1ission to 
Indonesia to asce11ain the actual state of food security. 

The Fact-Finding Team 

The fact-finding Mission took place from January 24 to February 6, 1999. Our host in Indonesia 
was Riza Tjahjadi of Pesticide Action Network. The overall coordinator for the fact-fmding 
mission was Li Kheng Poh, Executive Secretary of the Southeast Asian Food Security and Fair 
Trade Council. Luisa Caparas and Bagong Suyoto provided assistance in coordination of logistics 
in Jakarta. The 1nembers of our team were Francisco Lara Jr. of the University of the Philippines. 
Philippines; Cass Evert (translator) of PilAR, Indonesia; Ovan Sopandi of Pesticide Action 
Network, Indonesia; Marco Mezzera of Focus on the Global South, Thailand; Simon 
Karunagaram of ERA Consumer, Malaysia; lndra Tata Purwita of WALHI (Friends of the Earth. 
Indonesia); Walden Bello of Focus on the Global South, Thailand; Tran Hong Truong of Viet11an1 
Gardening Association-V ACVINA, Vietnam.; Daycha Siripatra of Technology for Rural and 
Ecological Enriclunent-TREE, Thailand; John-David Comtois of Rural Reconstruction Almnni 
and Friends Association (RRAF A), Thailand; Dr. A.Z.M. Obaidullah Khan, the forn1er Assistant 
Director General of the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations, Regional 
Representative for Asia and the Pacific; Congressman Leonardo Monten1ayor and fon11er Senator 
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2 MANUFACTURING A CRISIS: THE POLITICS OF FOOD AID IN INDONESIA 

Leticia Shahani, both of the Philippines; and Anuradha Mittal of Food First/Institute for Food 
Development Policy, USA. 

Sites Visited 

Jakarta, East Timor, and four provinces of Indonesia (West Java, Central Java, East Kalimantan, 
Nusa Tenggara Timur) were selected for the purpose of the mission. The selection criteria were 
based on accessibility to communities through local N GOs working on food and agriculture 
issues. We visited West Java, Jakarta, Central Java (Yogyakarta, Solo, Pacitan, Rembang), East 
Kalimantan, Nusa Tenggara Timur (Kupang), and East Timor. We visited with the urban poor. 
farmers, small rural tradespeople, fisherfolk, government officials, various church groups, non
governmental organizations (NGOs), and relief organizations in all of these locations. 

Methodology 

The mission investigated the cause and impact of food insecurity; the regional variations in food 
insecurity; the gender and ethnocultural differentials in food insecurity; and the accuracy of data 
that is being provided by multilateral institutions. We also looked at issues relating to production, 
distribution, purchasing power, and levels of food intake (e.g., Is there real starvation? If there is, 
what is its source? Is low food intake related more to structural conditions such as poverty and 
inequality?) 

The main method of data gathering at the micro or community level was through semi -structured 
interviewing. The team collectively and critically discussed the interview results. The analysis 
and write-up team brought together the fmal analysis of the micro data and integrated it with 
macro data. 

Organizations and Individuals Consulted 

In Bangkok, we would also like to thank Father Hardaputranta S.J. of Xavier Hall for his valuable 
assistance. In Jakarta, besides visiting several urban poor communities, we met with the Minister 
of Food Affairs and Horticulture, A.M. Saefuddin, Ministry for Women's Affairs, the FAO, 
WFP, several NGOs, the World Bank, BULOG (National Logistics Agency), and Bappenas (the 
National Planning Agency). 

Other organizations and individuals, located both in Jakarta and other parts of the country, which 
assisted. us, or which we visited or spoke to were: Terre Des Hommes; Caritas/LPPS Jakarta; 
Mrs. Belen Fule-Anota, Deputy Chief of Mission, Embassy of the Republic of the Philippines~ 
AULIA; YASPUK (Yayasan Pendamping Perempuan Usaha Kecil); PPSW (Pusat Pengembangan 
Sumberdaya Wanita); Professor Bungaran Saragih (lnstitut Pertanian Bogar); JelU1ifer MeA voy, 
Oxfam Great Britain; Catherine Hurst, AUSAID; Bill Barclay and Philip Clarke of the World 
Food Program; CUSO Indonesia; YLKI (Yayasan Lembaga Konsumen Indonesia); Yayasan 
Kesejahteraan Darussalam; Yayasan Padi Indonesia; Bapedalda (Environment Manage1nent 
Agency); Plasma; Rio Tinto Foundation; CARE International; Professor Loekman Sutrisnoe of 
University Gadjah Mada; Yayasan Mitra Tani; Father G. Utomo and HPS (Hari Petani Sedw1ia); 
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MANUFACTURING A CRISIS: THE POLITICS OF FOOD AID IN INDONESIA 3 

USCF/Satunama; LPTP (Lembaga Pengembangan Teclmologi dan Pendesaan); the CRS 
Emergency Program in Kupang; PIKUL (Yayasan Penge1nbangan Institusi Dan Kapasitas Lokal)~ 
Don Bosco; the Governor of Nusa Tenggara Timur; Plan International; DO LOG; Solidrunor
Solidarity for Peace in East Timor; PIJAR; the Salesian Order in East Timor, especially Brother 
Santos, Father Vattaparambil and Father Locatelli; FOKUPERS; ETADEP; Caritas Dili; 
UNICEF Dili; CARE International Dili; YHAK (Yayasan Hak); CNRT (Council for National 
Resistance of East Timor); DSMTT (Democratic Student's Movement in Thnor Tilnur); OSK
TL (Youth Solidarity Group); and LSK (Lembaga Studi Kemasyarakatan dan Bina Bakat). 

To these individuals and groups we offer our sincere thanks and heartfelt appreciation for all the 
help and time they provided, without which the trip could not have been possible 

PART II: SITE REPORTS 

The visits to selected parts of the archipelago yielded the following conclusions: 

I. There was no evidence of starvation in either urban or rural areas. 

II. A brief drought at the end of 1997 and early 1998 resulted in food shortages in son1e areas. 
such as parts of East Kalimantan and NTT, but not starvation. 

III. Malnutrition and decreased food intake is evident in some rural and urban poor areas, but this 
is not because of physical/clhnatic factors, but social ones, like the collapse of purchasing power 
owing to the financial crisis. 

IV. Almost universally, respondents said that the answer to their weal<er purchasing power was 
not food aid but stable jobs that yield stable incomes. 

V. Respondents reported widespread inefficiency and abuse of gover1U11ent food distribution 
programs, including inadequate subsidization of food for poor communities or the distribution of 
food packages weighing less than the officially mandated weight. 

Jakarta 

We visited several urbru1 slum areas, one of which is located in Northern Jaka11a. In this place, the 
NGO AULIA, besides its nutritional program, provides special houses for girls that have been 
abused. It was reported that during the economic crisis, the sale of children-especially young 
girls-increased, with the selling price for girls reaching Rupiah three million. 

The conunon pattern of the families we visited was one where the n1ale head of the household is 
often the only breadwilUler in the family. With the economic crisis, the 1nen lost their jobs, and 
the children shouldered the responsibility of looking for an alternative source of income. The 
children helped their parents earn money by collecting old nails and other n1etal scraps, begging 
and playing music along the streets and cleaning car windows. They were the poorest of the poor 
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4 MANUFACTURING A CRISIS: THE POLITICS OF FOOD AID IN INDONESIA 

in Jakarta. Many of the children were male since young females were generally kept from going 
out in the streets for security reasons. Girls usually try to find employment as housemaids. 

The diet of most families had worsened since the onset of the economic crisis. Only rice, salted 
fish, tempe, and kangkung (a type of water spinach indigenous to Southeast Asia) were being 
consumed. Fish, meat, and fruits are not affordable. Previously, fresh fish and enough food for an 
entire family could be bought with only Rupiah (Rp) 5,000. Today, Rp 10,000 is sometimes not 
enough to feed a family. 

Sembako2 packages were available but the families we visited were so poor they could not afford 
then1 without further subsidy from AULIA. Instead of the regular price of Rp 30,000 to 35,000 
for a package, AULIA sold the packages at Rp 4,000-5,000. Subsidized rice was sold at Rp 1,100 
per kilogram, which is well within the reach of these people, but the problem was the bad quality 
of the rice. Mothers were especially concerned about not being able to provide proper nutrition 
for their young children. 

According to Mr. Hidayat of AULIA, the main issue concerning children in the slum area is not 
hunger, despite other nutritional problems. The main concern is small criminality, due to a 
structural lack of basic education. Due to the negative effects of the crisis, the educational 
situation of the children in the area has worsened. AULIA estimates that 30 out of 300 children 
in the communities they work with have dropped out of school. Therefore, Mr. Hidayat believes 
that food aid is not the right answer to the present crisis. Instead, he stresses the need to provide 
people with the proper education; this is seen as the key to survival. 

When asked if they knew of the existence of food aid, many respondents said that they saw it on 
TV but had never received any themselves. To conclude our visit, we asked what they wished to 
convey to the politicians and to the outside world. Without hesitation, the oldest wo1na.n present 
in the group uttered the following sentence, "People need to work, otherwise criininals con1e up; 
if we are hungry, we cannot compromise." 

Central Java 

In Central Java, the groups that were visited were organic wetland rice farmers, fisherfolk. 
highland dry padi farmers, and groups of women in the urban area of Surakarta (in Solo). 

We were laughed at repeatedly whenever we posed the question "Is there starvation here?'' The 
fanners all said that they knew of no one who was hungry, and that alternative foods or staples 
were always plentiful. They had never really experienced a shortage of rice, even during the brief 
drought of 1997. They said that the real problem was the increased cost of fanning the 
conventional way, and that they're finding it hard to cope with paying their children's school 
fees and transport. They also added that the occasional subsidized rice they received did not 
make much of a difference in helping them with their lack of purchasing power, since they were 
self-sufficient in daily food needs. A lot of cassava, sweet potato, and other local roots such as 
garut were consumed. 
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MANUFACTURING A CRISIS: THE POLITICS OF FOOD AID IN INDONESIA 5 

We visited several farn1ers who had recently joined Father Utomo's wel1-la1own group that 
practices organic fruming for economic, health, ru1d sustainability reasons. We were told that all 
the farmers in this particular group were glad that they had started organic fanning, since the 
present cost of fertilizers and pesticides would not be affordable. In one small village called 
Mangunsari, in Mangelang, Central Java, the farmers practiced intensive fish-rice cultivation, and 
were generally well off. A measure of this was that 22 houses were built since the start of the 
economic crisis. 

The fisherfolk we visited in Rembang on the northern coast of Central Java were enjoying a 
boom. They exported most of their catch of anchovies, prawns and fish to countries such as 
Japan, Taiwan, Hong Kong, Thailand, and Singapore. The price of the anchovies was between Rp 
8,000-11,000 per kilogram. Prawns could fetch up to 100,000 per kilogram. We were told that 
there were stories of fishermen spending their extra income on gan1bling and prostitution. Near by 
fanners now work for the fishermen because the farmers cru1 only plant once a year cotnpared to 
the traditional two or three times a year. This is because water is n1ore scru·ce now than in the 
time of their fathers-possibly because of deforestation, much of the original forest filled with 
teak three decades ago is gone. 

In the urban area of Surakru1a, the women we met were mainly sen1i-urban. They sold cassava 
chips or were involved in small businesses as a means of supplementing their frunilies' incon1e. 
When we asked them how the crisis had affected them, they replied that it 1nade then1 n1ore 
conscious of the importance of earning their own income. They were very eager to be involved in 
income-generating projects, and saw this as a way out of the problems of high inflation and 
poverty. 

East Kalimantan 

Due to forest fires and drought in n1ost of 1997 and 1998, there was a proble1n of severe food 
shortage in East Kalimantan. An Anglo-Australian company Rio Tinto Group (RTG) operating 
in the area around Samarinda has been distributing food aid via its foundation (Rio Tinto 
Foundation) with aid money coming from Ausaid, the New Zealand and Canadian En1bassies, and 
from RTG's local subsidiary Kelian Equatorial Mining. However, the Rio Tinto Foundation 
decided to stop the distribution of food aid in January 1999, mainly because of positive harvest 
prospects. A favorable rainy season, which started around April-May 1998, has in fact in1proved 
the local situation in terms of agricultural production expectations. However, there is still a lack 
of purchasing power due to the loss of traditional sources of income. The business of making 
handicrafts from rotan (rattan) has now ceased as a result of the destruction of the forests by 
fires. 

When the villagers ofTapulang were asked to compare their situation with that of the people in 
Jal(arta, the people present at the meeting recognized that they were better off because they 
could rely on different food sources. Furthermore, they said that since the onset of the crisis they 
had not registered any cases of starvation or of thievery in the village. This tells us that the 
traditional option of relying on other food crops (such as cassava, sweet potatoes, etc.) 1nakes 
the nutritional position of the people of East Kalin1antan better than those in the rest of 
Indonesia, who have become reliant on rice as the only staple crop. 
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6 MANUFACTURING A CRISIS: THE POLITICS OF FOOD AID IN INDONESIA 

In relief activities, we noticed that farmers were the only targeted group. Small tradespeople do 
not seem to have been impacted too seriously by the current economic crisis. One of the relief 
organizations working with farmers is CARE International. 

CARE implements its relief activities through "food for work" activities. In the areas covered by 
CARE, an average of 50 kg of rice per month per family was distributed for six months. 
However, rumors about malfunctions in the distribution system were reported with increasing 
frequency, and there were allegations circulating that the actual content of the distributed sacks of 
rice was rarely close to the officially declared 50 kg, ranging instead between 39 and 50 kg. It was 
of course not clear where the rest of the rice ended up. CARE was also reported to run special 
programs for women and children's health. 
The group that visited East Kalimantan concluded that there is not enough evidence to support 
talk of a food emergency situation or a food crisis. 

Kupang 

In Kupang, we tnet with NGOs, local and international relief organizations, the Governor, and 
various other government officials. We basically found that the impact of the econon1ic crisis here 
is not significant. There is a rice crisis but not a food crisis, since the staple here is corn. 
However, the government does not take this into account. It considers a shortage of rice, as a 
shortage of food. Therefore, the relief plan is based on the need for rice. And hence, rice is 
distributed. 

A related issue has been the process of converting traditional eaters of com and other tubers into 
rice eaters over the past twenty to thirty years. This has had the effect of changing the diet of an 
entire population, creating a reliance on rice. The production of this rice is economically 
expensive and ecologically ill suited to the local climate. The clin1ate is very dry and more suited 
to crops like tubers and com instead of the water-hungry lowland padi. Instead, by teaching the 
population in West Timor-and other parts ofNusa Tenggara Timur-to shift to rice as a staple, 
the government has made the area dependent on rice imports frotn other parts of Indonesia and 
other parts of the world. In light of the economic crisis, this dependence is now very costly. 

Furthermore, farmers are now so dependent on high input practices that they do not know how 
to cope with planting under stressful, natural conditions; conditions for which their forefathers 
had coping mechanisms. Their traditional coping mechanisms have been torn out of their hands 
by the agricultural policy of the New Order under Suharto. 

East Timor 

The chronic food shortage in East Timor is a direct result of the extreme oppression of fan1ily and 
community by the Indonesian army over the last 23 years. The Indonesian Government1S 

paranoid suspicions that villagers would be a support base for the East Timorese resistance 
forces, led them to bar farmers from working their land, lest those farmers find ways of colluding 
with the resistance. Great tracts of forest were cut and hauled off by the n1ilitary or other 
Indonesian parties-partly for profit, partly to elin1inate hiding/meeting places and an1bush 
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MANUFACTURING A CRISIS: THE POLITICS OF FOOD AID IN INDONESIA 7 

locations for the various resistance forces. Families within and between communities were denied 
the basic hun1an necessity of social interaction because of the military's fear of collusion with the 
resistance. This has had the effect of 23 years of forced neglect of agricultural areas. The result 
has been the loss of indigenous knowledge on edible, forageable, plant species-if not the loss of 
some species altogether-and the lack of a general agricultural development process that occurs 
gradually and progressively through the social interactions of the fanners in a community. In its 
stead these people were bottle-fed high-yielding variety (HYV) packages and novel technologies 
requiring tremendous financial resources for their maintenance. 

We saw little evidence of food aid being distributed in East Thnor. -Some Catholic organizations 
operating in East Timor reported that they had access to sn1all amounts of food aid that they 
were distributing in various community food-for-work (FFW) campaigns. However, these 
activities were not in line with WFP efforts. CARE was overseeing actual WFP-FFW progrru11s 
with money from USAID. They were operating in twelve of thirteen districts and had a quota of 
50 kgs per household. CARE's program ends in June this year. 

UNICEF in East Timor took on the responsibility of distributing blended food, targeting infants 
aged eight to twelve 1nonths old and 1nothers. They are acting as a conduit for such food aid, fron1 
donors to the Department of Heath which then channels the food to local comn1unities through 
their numerous clinics and other con1munity service sites. UNICEF brings the food aid to district 
warehouses for transfer to the Department of Health, but UNICEF has not received any records 
of distribution. UNICEF is now trying to get Bishop Belo to assist in engaging locally operating 
NGOs for distribution. 

A discussion with a Catholic polyclinic left us with the ilnpression that there was little food aid 
reaching the surrounding villages. The clinic itself reportedly received some food aid from the 
goverrunent. However, this little clinic had 600 visitors last month. That far exceeds the very 
limited capacity of human and physical resources at the clinic's disposal. 

PART III: MANUFACTURING A CRISIS 

The idea that Indonesia is suffering a massive food crisis stemmed from a grossly n1istal<en 
statistical projection based on flawed methodology. But the figures appeared to take on a life of 
their own, 1nainly because they served the interests of a govenunent that was keen to put food 
aid in the service of its political interests. This was undertaken with the acquiescence of foreign 
governments and multilateral organizations that were either in support of the Indonesian 
gove1nment' s aim of urban pacification or saw their interests served by the linage of an 
emergency in Indonesia. 

Methodological Mistakes 

Early in April 1998, the World Food Progran1 (WFP), in conjunction with the Food and 
Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (F AO), released a food and crop assess1nent 
(Special Report) based on statistics provided by the Indonesian agency BULOG. This 
assessment, which proved to be critical in triggering the flow of aid to Indonesia, concluded that 
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